%macro pd(ne,ns,datout); proc iml; ns = &ns; ne = &ne; n = ns#ne; BD = I(ns)@J(ne,ne,1); *print BD; inc = 0.01; /* choice should leave no remainder as divisor of 2 */ dim = (2/inc + 1)**2; EVS = J(dim,7,0); j=0; epsilon = 10**(-12); Do rho = -1 to 1 by inc; if (abs(rho) < epsilon) then rho=0; do r = -1 to 1 by inc; if (abs(r) < epsilon) then r=0; Rmatrix = rho # J(n,n,1) + (r -rho)#BD + (1-r)#I(n); val = EIGVAL(Rmatrix); minval = min (val) Figure 3 ; proc plot; title 'Plot shows shaded p.d. region for subregion of (r, rho) for n_s=15,n_e=3'; where (0 < r < 0.8) and (0 < rho < 0.4); plot r*rho='.'; run;
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Web-Appendix 3: details of the simulation study
The method of Qaqish (2003) 
